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QUICK AND EASY BLACK BEAN BURGERS
LINDSEY NIXON, HAPPY HERBIVORE

 Ingredients
• 15 ounces black beans, drained and rinses

• 2 tbsp ketchup

• 1 tbsp yellow mustard

• 1 tsp garlic powder

• 1 tsp onion powder

• ⅓ cup instant oats

 Instructions
• Preheat oven to 400F. 

• Line baking sheet with parchment paper and set aside. 

• In a mixing bowl, mash black beans with a fork until mostly 

pureed but still some half beans and bean parts are left. 

• Stir in condiments and spices until well combined. 

• Mix in oats. 

• Divide into 4 equal portions and shape into thin patties. 

• Bake for 7 minutes, carefully flip over and bake for another 7 

minutes, or until crusty on the outside. 

• Slap into a bun (or not) with extra condiments and eat!
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SHAKE AND BAKE BABY POTATOES
A LANCTO SPECIAL

 Ingredients
• 1 bag of small purple or mixed potatoes 

• Bragg Amino Acids

• Garlic powder

• Onion powder

• Other seasonings to taste

 Instructions
• Wash and rinse potatoes.

• Place potatoes in a gallon size plastic bag.

• Squirt Bragg Amino Acids into the bag to cover potatoes.

• Sprinkle in garlic powder and onion powder.

• Sprinkle in other seasonings to taste.

• Seal bag and shake, shake, shake until all potatoes are 

covered in seasonings. 

• Empty the bag by placing the potatoes in a casserole dish; 

may want to line with parchment paper.

• Bake in the oven at around 400 degrees for approximately 

35-45 minutes and softness desired.

• Remove and cool before enjoying.
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DOLPHIN CUPS
A BLYTHE AWTREY SPECIAL

 Ingredients
• Bananas

• Grapes

• Blueberries

• Any other fruit

• Plastic party cups or glass bowls

• Sharpie marker – black

• Knife

 Instructions
• Cut banana in half (keep half with the stem; set other half to 

the side).

• Using knife, cut a slit on the stem to make a “mouth”.

• Use marker to make eyes.

• Place choice of fruit such as blueberry or grape in the 

“mouth”.

• Place banana in cup or bowl.

• Fill cup or bowl with fruit such as blueberries, grapes, etc.
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SUPER GREEN SMOOTHIE – PREP PACKETS FOR

SINGLE SERVING
AUTHOR UNKNOWN

 Ingredients
• ½ cup of fresh baby spinach

• ¼ cup fresh or frozen strawberries

• ¼ cup fresh or frozen blueberries

• ¼ cup fresh or frozen blackberries or raspberries

• ½ peeled banana, cut up

• ¼ cup of grapes (optional)

• ½ - 1 cup of liquid such as ice cold water, nondairy milk, etc.

 Instructions
• Place spinach in frozen quart size bag.

• Place preferred fruit into bag.

• Seal and place packet into freezer immediately.

• When ready to prepare, throw packet ingredients in a high 

powered blender.

• Add ½ - 1 cup of preferred liquid.
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LIFE BOATS
THE HELP YOURSELF COOK BOOK FOR KIDS BY RUBY ROTH

 Ingredients
• 1 or 2 big leaves of soft lettuce

• ½ avocado, mashed or sliced

• Seaweed (sheets cut into slivers or a crunchy kind like arame

or hijiki or flakes like kelp

• Sea salt

 Instructions
• Make and decorate sail boat flag.

• Lay out lettuce.

• Place avocado on top of lettuce.

• Sprinkle with lots of seaweed and a little salt.

• Fold each lettuce leaf into a little boat.

• Insert sail boat flag.

• Sail into your mouth!
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SIMPLEST OATMEAL
PLANT-POWERED FAMILIES COOK BOOK – DREENA BURTON

 Ingredients
• 1 cup rolled oats

• ¼ - ½ teaspoon cinnamon

• Pinch sea salt (optional)

• 1 ½ cups water

• ½ cup plain or vanilla nondairy milk (plus more to thin as desired)

• Pure maple syrup or coconut sugar (as desired, for serving) OR use 

date paste or date sugar

 Instructions
• Place oats, cinnamon, seal salt, water, milk and sweetener in a pot 

over high heat and bring to a boil.

• Reduce heat to low and let simmer gently for 7-10 minutes or longer 

until softened to desired texture.

• Remove from heat and let stand for a few minutes.

• It will thicken as it sits, and also the longer the oatmeal cooks, the 

more liquid it will absorb. So add extra milk or water if needed to 

loosen.  Milk will given a creamier texture.

• Serve with add-ins such as fresh fruit, seeds, chopped nuts, etc.
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CHOCOLATE AND COCONUT ENERGY BITES
A BLYTHE AWTREY SPECIAL

 Ingredients
• 1 cup raw almonds

• 1 ¼ cup dates (softened and pitted)

• ½ cup unsweetened coconut shavings

• ½ cup unsweetened cacao powder

• 1 tsp vanilla extract

 Instructions
• Place dates in a bowl and cover with boiling water for 5 minutes; drain water.  Remove pits if needed.

• Place almonds in a blender and blend.

• Place dates (soft and pitted) into blender and blend.

• Place coconut into blender and blend.

• Place cacao powder and vanilla extract into blender and blend.

• Remove from blender into bowl.

• Roll balls in hands.

• Place into freezer for 20 minutes before serving or eat straight away.
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BANANA “PLUS” NICE CREAM
RAW ICE CREAM RECIPE BY LINDSEY NIXON WITH GREG LANCTO SPECIAL

 Ingredients
• Peeled, frozen bananas; 2 whole bananas

• ¼ cup nondairy milk (e.g., Unsweetened Almond Milk)

• ¼ tsp non alcohol, vanilla extract

• ¼ tsp cinnamon

• Optional frozen berries

 Instructions
• Place all ingredients into a food processors.

• Turn on and let motor run until smooth and creamy.

• Add optional toppings (e.g., fruit, cocoa chips).
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SAMPLE KITCHEN ACCOUTREMENTS
FROM LA MAISON DE LANCTO
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KEY GUIDELINES FOR THE JOURNEY

 Involve children in grocery store shopping, picking a new food to try, selecting recipes, helping 

to prepare recipes, setting the table, etc.

 Turn the kitchen into a fun, adventuresome and inviting place; turn some music on and let loose 

exploring the culinary world of plant-based nutrition

 Organize your kitchen for ease and accessibility for children – in drawers, refrigerator, freezer 

and pantry or make a stool available

 Break down steps of a recipe into smaller tasks for age appropriate involvement: rinsing, 

washing, scrubbing, mixing, measuring, dicing, slicing, displaying, etc.

 Clean out the pantry for easier transition and to facilitate making wiser choices

 Avoid being a short order cook, but offer options, and make smaller accommodations such as 

light on spices, sauce on the side, etc.

 “Build your own” is a great approach with salad, taco bar, tostado, beans and rice, etc.

 Challenge yourself to the one-bite rule!  Don’t judge a food by its look or smell!  You never know 

what’s in store to delight your senses!

 Back sliding can happen!  Don’t give up – stay encouraged and engaged with the community, 

Healthy City, cookbooks, videos, Food is Medicine and more!

 Value nutrition as a family priority that requires investment of 

time, effort and energy that yields positive benefits
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KEY GUIDELINES FOR THE JOURNEY

 Respect the chef!  Chef, you are a role model, teacher, mentor, cheerleader and more all 

wrapped up into one!

 Stay patient, full of grace and maintain sense of humor on challenges and epic “fails”.  Fail is 

only a “first attempt in learning”, so keep introducing foods, experimenting with recipes, etc.

 Be mindful of legalism and manipulation – instead, focus on listening, inviting and engaging

 Your body will get nutrients it needs over a week’s time by focusing on variety over the week 

and “the rainbow”

 If dinner is a bust, you will not starve!  Look forward to a great breakfast in the morning!

 Maintain long term vision for promoting self-governance and for pallet changes that occur 

over time

 Respect each other’s preferences for taste, texture, smells and more and share in lively 

discussion around the table

 Focus on benefits of plant-based nutrition for energy, strength, development, healing, 

immune system and more

 Educate why plant-based nutrition important, consequences of standard American diet, 

concepts such as epigenetics, gut biome, key terms, and more as children age

 Aim to optimize whole, plant-based choices with limited 

processed and keep it simple!
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ADDITIONAL KID-FRIENDLY RECIPES

 Lemon Blondie Bites – quick, easy energy bite or fun treat; made in a food processor; we 

typically use non-alcohol vanilla extract as a pantry stock item rather than buying vanilla bean

 No Bake Peanut Butter Granola Squares – another quick, easy treat that children can make; 

make sure to buy brown rice cereal and peanut butter without oils

 Carob Peanut Butter Energy Bites; we make a few adjustments as follows:
 ¼ cup chia seeds instead of ½ cup

 ¼ cup on carob chips instead of ½ cup

 We use maple syrup, not agave

 To facilitate making, we mix the liquid stuff with salt in one bowl to mix; then we add in warm to hot 

almond or peanut butter to form a creamy mix; in a separate big bowl, we mix the dry ingredients such as 

oats, seeds, chips

 Then you combine to form bites – can take time to form the bites to stick but so worth it!

 Typically, when we make this recipe, we double it keeping in mind the modifications above!

 Cheesy Dressing - this is the “more gourmet” cheese sauce that is delicious when you have 

the time

 Engine 2 mac not cheese – for a “quick cheese sauce”, we will use the cheese sauce for this 

recipe and not make the pasta unless we want the pasta; onion adds nice favor but we will 

omit it when needing a quick, fast sauce; we drizzle this on potatoes, beans and rice, etc.

 Grilled cheese sandwiches – note the following:
 For the coconut milk, we always use lite; this is also an item so watch out using all the time due to the 

high fat content; some people will not use it at all; we still will but on rare occasion

 For bread, we use Ezekiel

 We do not use the vegan butter or coconut oil but use a nonstick pan
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